
1.-    What is incremental production?
Incremental production is the production deriving from new investments executed 
by the Contractor, additional to those already committed in the Work Minimum 
Programs established in the Contracts.

2.-    Why do incentives are only applied to the incremental production?
Because, under the legal framework in force, it is not possible to justify a royalty 
reduction to the present production.  Companies should comply with the 
commitments entered into on the Contract with PERUPETRO, on behalf of the State.

3.-    Why is it considered only oil and not natural gas production?
Because the purpose of the Incentives Framework is to speed up oil production, of 
which the country has an increasing deficit. In case of Natural Gas and Liquids of 
Natural Gas, these are not included in the incentives, because Peru is in surplus or 
is a net exporter.

4.-    Is there a fiscal impact in the State revenue as a result of the
incentives application?
No, the incentives application does not imply any negative impact in the State 
resources, because it is not applied to the present production, but to the 
incremental production (deriving from additional investments to those previously 
committed).

5.-   Which are the benefits that this Incentives Framework generates to the State?
The Incentives Framework is aimed to increase oil production and generate 
additional revenue from additional royalties collected by the State, as well as to 
increase the exploration activities.

OF THE INCENTIVES FRAMEWORK

PERUPETRO has set up an Incentives Framework 
to increase investment and production in the oil 
exploration and exploitation activities.
The incentive consists in reducing the ROYALTY 
PERCENTAGE IN FORCE or an increment of the 
retribution for the INCREMENTAL PRODUCTION.

What you should know:

At the same time, this Incentives Framework is not the only measure of immediate 
application. Contractors could propose other measures provided that they comply 
with the standards in force and lead to benefits for the State and the Companies.
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